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The Risorgimento, 1848 

Director’s Letter 
 
Dear Delegates, 
 
Welcome to The Risorgimento, 1848. This is a multi-sided crisis committee in which delegates 
assume the role of prominent figures in the eventual Unification of Italy. I believe that crisis 
committees are a great way for delegates to experience not only the many facets needed to 
manage a government efficiently and effectively, but also the struggles in decision-making that 
confronted these historical figures in the past. Unlike other Model UN committees, crisis 
committees let delegates see the positive or negative consequences of their decisions and 
challenge delegates to engage in personal diplomacy, balancing personal agendas with collective 
compromise. 
 
The committee will start on February 26, 1848, and end based on both your progress and my 
discretion. During particularly pertinent crises, the committee’s timeframe will slow down 
drastically, emphasizing the stressful and severe nature of these crises. By being a crisis 
committee, your directives and decisions during regular debate will have lasting consequences 
that will follow the committee in whichever way it goes. The committee will present you with 
both historical and hypothetical scenarios and crises, which will be determined by both your 
actions and the actions of external forces within the simulation. 
 

Within this committee, you and your fellow delegations must decide the fate of Italy, 
fight for political dominance, and make compelling arguments for your plans. I encourage you to 
research your role thoroughly and brainstorm possible solutions that suit your character’s 
ideology and ideals. To accompany your research, position papers must be submitted. Be 
prepared to act your role and make snap judgement decisions as your character on whatever 
topics that crop up during the committee. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Director, The Risorgimento 1848 

 

 

 



Overview 
 
It is now February 26th, 1848 and revolutionary fervor grips Europe’s peasantry and 

bourgeoisie. After Napoleon’s invasion of Italy in 1796, the undying ideas of nationalism and 
liberalism were temporarily introduced to the Italian Peninsula, before being quashed at the 
hands of the Ancien Régimes of Europe. Fifty years later, the conservative order of kingdoms, 
dukedoms, and the Papacy tremble at the thought of radical Italian nationalists. The Kingdom of 
France, mirroring the events of the First French Revolution, has been overturned and its 
dissolution has had rippling effects on the Concert of Europe. Nationalist revolutionary 
sentiment has now spread to the region of Germany, the Habsburg Monarchy, and most 
importantly, the Italian Peninsula. 

 
The Italian Peninsula, exploited for the past millennium by France, Spain, and Austria as 

another geopolitical battleground, is currently divided into a multitude of duchies, kingdoms, and 
of course, the Papacy. However, as nationalism grows popular amongst Europe’s rising middle 
class, calls for independence and the unification of the peninsula have only grown. Nationalism, 
a left-wing ideology at the time closely connected with republicanism and constitutionalism, 
seems to be the driving factor behind revolutionary sentiment. With the emergence of various 
factions all supporting Italian unification, there is no consensus of how a unified Italy would 
operate. Some favour a constitutional monarchy under Sardinian hegemony, some favour a 
liberal republic akin to Revolutionary France, and some even favour a Papal confederacy 
championing Liberal Catholicism. These forces will either have to compromise or compete 
amongst one another in their goal for a single, united Italy. 

 
Seeking to maintain their tight grip of power over their respective subjects, the 

monarchical states dominating the Italian Peninsula have much to worry about regarding the 
news from Paris. Many of the small dukedoms are heavily influenced by the Austrian Empire to 
the East, whose support is needed to combat any future rebellions. However, the nationalist 
revolutionaries within the Austrian Empire itself may mark a lack of Habsburg support in the 
coming deluge.Furthermore, the kingdoms of the Italian Peninsula, namely the Kingdom of the 
Two Sicilies and the Kingdom of Sardinia, will have to manage the issue independently. On one 
hand, the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies is already in crisis; liberal Sicilian revolutionaries have 
taken control of the island, leaving only the Kingdom of Naples in Bourbon control. On the other 
hand, the Kingdom of Sardinia stands on a precipice, some stand in solidarity alongside their 
reactionary brethren in defending monarchism, while others in Sardinia see Italian nationalism as 
an opportunity for territorial expansion. 
 
Timeline 
 



476 — The last Western Roman Emperor, Romulus Augustulus is deposed by a Germanic 
military leader, Odoacer, marking the end of the storied Roman Empire. 

568 — A Germanic ethnic group, the Lombards, invades and conquers the Italian peninsula. 

800 — Approximately 30 years after a Frankish defeat of the ruling Lombards, Charlemagne is 
crowned Holy Roman Emperor at Saint Peter’s Basilica in Rome. 

855 — The Kingdom of Italy, a constituent kingdom of the Holy Roman Empire is established 
under Louis II, Holy Roman Emperor. 

1177 — The Treaty of Venice establishes the independence of the Papal States from the Holy 
Roman Empire. 

1454 — The Peace of Lodi sees the three main city-state powers, Florence, Milan, and Venice, 
agree to keep peace, forging forty years of peace on the Italian peninsula. These city-states go on 
to birth the Renaissance movement, marking a return to Roman and Greek culture and civility. 

1494 — France invades Northern Italy, beginning the Italian Wars. 

1559 — The Peace of Cateau-Cambrésis sees France renounce its claims to Italian lands, and 
begins the effective control of northern Italy by the Habsburgs. 

1796 — The French armies under Napoleon Bonaparte invade Italy. 

1805 — A new Kingdom of Italy is established by Napoleon I in northern Italy, with Napoleon 
himself as its King. 

1815 — The Congress of Vienna establishes the post-Napoleonic borders of Italy, including the 
creation and restoration of various monarchies, including Sardinia-Piedmont, the Austrian-ruled 
Lombardy-Venetia, the Papal States, and the Two Sicilies. 

January 1848 — The Sicilian Revolution sees liberal revolutionaries revolt against the Bourbon 
monarchy, securing temporary independence from Naples. 

February 1848 — King Louis-Philippe is deposed, and the Second French Republic is declared. 

 

Historical Analysis 
 
After Charlemagne invaded the ruling Lombards of Italy, Charlemagne would be crowned by the 
Pope as Holy Roman Emperor. However, due to various disputes between the papacy and the 
Franks, the Holy Roman Empire held no true control over its supposed Italian territories. In 
1177, the Treaty of Venice established the independence of the Papal States from the Holy 



Roman Empire. The following centuries saw the rise of various oligarchic city-states, which 
functioned independently from either the Church or the Empire. Many of these city-states 
embraced commerce and capitalist ideas, allowing the growth of the cultural and political ideas 
of the Renaissance. 
 
Throughout the centuries, three city-states emerged as key powers in Italy, namely Milan, 
Florence, and Venice. The Duchy of Milan and the Republic of Florence had enjoyed close 
personal ties between their two leaders, Francesco I Sforza and Cosimo de’ Medici respectively. 
The Venetian Republic, a maritime superpower, had sought to strengthen their influence and 
power on mainland Italy. Milan, which had fought Venice for hegemony over Lombardy and 
northern Italy, came to peace with the Venetians at the Peace of Lodi, which saw all three city-
states establish a peaceful status quo in northern Italy. Soon, the Italic League was established, 
which included further states such as the Kingdom of Naples and the Papal States. The League 
was established on the premise that no single state had the power or influence to conquer or 
establish hegemony over Italy as a whole, and that the greater threat to the Italian states was 
neighbouring France. 
 
In 1494, the Kingdom of France under Charles VIII invaded Naples, though the establishment of 
an alliance between the Venetians and Habsburg Austria and Spain forced the French to 
withdraw. A series of wars would continue throughout the Italian peninsula for more than 50 
years, with peace coming to Europe only with the Peace of Cateau-Cambrésis in 1559. Cateau-
Cambrésis saw the peninsula divided, with Austrian control and influence over much of the 
northern regions and Spanish control of Sicily and the southern regions. In central Italy, the 
Papal States remained a key power both politically, culturally, and religiously, with the Catholic 
Reformation, or Counter-Reformation occurring throughout the remainder of the 16th century 
and the beginning of the 17th century. 
 
The populace of southern Italy, largely ruled by the Spanish Habsburg, had grown discontent 
with Spanish rule. During the War of the Spanish Succession, the Austrians seized large portions 
of Italian territory, including Naples and Sicily, imposing high taxes on the local population. 
Despite much of the rest of Europe entering the Enlightenment era, Italy, being ruled by either 
conservatives from the Habsburg dynasty or the Catholic pope, saw little fertile soil for the ideas 
of the Enlightenment to grow in the peninsula, with the exception of Tuscany. 
 
In 1796, a young French general, Napoleon Bonaparte, invaded northern Italy, dismantling the 
one thousand year-old Venetian Republic and establishing various client and puppet states on the 
peninsula. As Napoleon seized absolute control in France, French forces continue to plunder 
Italy. The death of masses of Italians in Napoleon’s infamous Russian campaign saw Italian 
public support turned against Napoleon. With Napoleon’s defeat and exile to Elba, the Congress 
of Vienna saw Italy once again divided into various small states, including the Austrian-



controlled Kingdom of Lombardy-Venetia, the restored Kingdom of Sardinia-Piedmont, the 
Bourbon Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, and the Papal States. 
 
In the early 19th century, a secret society of freemasons, the Carboneria, emerged in southern 
Italy. These Carbonari were committed to Italian nationalism, with support from the middle class 
professionals and businessmen. Two of the most prominent Carbonari revolutionaries, Giuseppe 
Mazzini and Giuseppe Garibaldi favoured a republic. Mazzini created a plan for a unified Italian 
republic while imprisoned, and upon his release, established a political society known as La 
Giovine Italia (Young Italy). The movement sought a popular uprising across the peninsula, 
seeking to create a unified Italian peninsula under a republican system. Giuseppe Garibaldi, 
exiled after participating in an insurrection in Piedmont in 1834, returned to Italy a famed and 
prominent figure, having led armies in various wars in South America and beyond. 
 
After the Congress of Vienna, the kingdoms of Naples and Sicily were united into the Bourbon-
ruled Kingdom of the Two Sicilies. During the Napoleonic Wars, the Sicilian upper class was 
able to force a liberal constitution with a parliamentary system of government upon the 
Bourbons, but upon the Congress of Vienna, the new monarch, Ferdinand IV of Naples and III of 
Sicily abolished the liberal constitution. Revolution broke out on 12 January 1848, with the 
Sicilians reviving the former liberal constitution and establishing a quasi-independent state on 
the majority of the island. One of the key ideas that arose during this revolt against the Bourbons 
was the idea of a united confederation of all the Italian states. 
 
Current Situation 
 
The Concert of Europe, created to oppose revolutionaries and suppress nationalism, is coming to 
an end. As news of the February Revolution spreads amongst Europe’s revolutionary circles and 
landed aristocracy, no one, for better or for worse, can avoid reliving the memories of the First 
French Revolution just 50 years prior. Calls for a constitution, or worse, revolution, are bound to 
spread amongst the populace. However, who knows whether Order will once again reign over 
Revolution, or whether a new age of liberalism will rise from the ashes of revolution. 
 
France 
Despite his constitutional nature, King of the French Louis-Philippe has been deposed from the 
French throne. However, unlike the 1830 French Revolution, he will not be replaced with a new 
king, but a new Republic. Currently, conservatives, liberals, and a new faction, socialists, now 
vie for control over the French nation. Unlike its predecessor, the French have already 
established its neutrality amongst European nations and hold no desires to militarily spread the 
revolution abroad. While temporarily under the provisional leadership of Alphonse de 
Lamartine, the election for French presidency is set for April 1848. The actions of the current 
liberal provisional government, alongside the campaigning of the presidential candidates, will 



serve as the basis behind France’s actions in the future and their possible intervention in the 
Italian Peninsula. 
 
Austria 

 
The Austrian Empire’s multitude of diverse ethnicities, like the rest of Europe’s working class, is 
at a boiling point. The twin currents of liberalism and nationalism are bound to influence any 
future revolutions within the area. Ethnic minorities, from Croats, Hungarians, Romanians, 
Poles, Czechs, and most important to this committee, Italians will all serve as hindrances to the 
maintenance of Austrian hegemony within Central Europe. Furthermore, Austria protective 
relationship over its puppet states in Central Italy, such as Modena, Tuscany and Parma will 
surely be tested in the coming months. 
 
Italy 



 
Sicily has been aflame for more than a month now and stands as a role model for liberal and 
nationalist revolutionaries across Italy. The independent constitutional liberal democracy, 
currently headed by Ruggero Settimo, has even proposed the creation of a unified Italian 
Federation, once revolution and republicanism spreads throughout the peninsula. However, not 
standing idle, King Ferdinand II and his Kingdom of the Two Sicilies prepare quietly for a 



counter-attack. The Two Sicilies stand as a reactionary monarchy set to maintain the status quo 
of the Italian Peninsula. However, if revolutionary sentiment reaches a breaking point or if they 
are militarily forced to do so, the institution of a constitutional monarchy may occur. 
 

In Central Italy, the newly elected Pius IX seems to hold moderate sympathises towards 
liberalism and Italian unification. This has made him a unifying figure amongst Italians abroad 
and talks of a unified Italian federation headed by the Papacy seems to be a novel idea for 
moderate or conservative-leaning Italian nationalists. However, as Head of the Catholic Church, 
he is strongly opposed to republicanism, radicalism, and revolution against monarchies. 

 
The dukedoms of Parma, Modena, and Tuscany stand as nominally separate states under 

heavy Austrian influence. Like their overlord state, they are reactionary monarchies that stand 
uncompromising to any revolutionary ideals. With small militaries of their own, they are 
dependent on the support of the Austrian army to quell any dissent within their society and will 
be in close contact with Field Marshal Radetzky, sent by the Austrians to protect their interests 
within the region. 

 
The regions of Lombardy and Venetia, unlike the dukedoms in central Italy, are 

integrated provinces of the Austrian Empire and their occupation in 1815 serve as an impetus to 
the growth of Italian nationalism. Within the region itself, Italian revolutionaries wait for any 
opportunity to strike at their Habsburg overlords and it is up to Austria to maintain a tight grip 
over the region if they want any chance to maintain their dominance over the Italian Peninsula. 

 
Last, but certainly not least, the Kingdom of Sardinia is at a crossroads. Their prolonged 

independence from foreign influence can be attributed to their position as a buffer state between 
the two great powers of continental Europe, France and Austria. On one hand, their role as the 
only independent constitutional monarchy places them in a prime position to unite the peninsula 
under a constitutional Kingdom of Italy. On the other hand, the King isn’t too receptive with 
working with republican revolutionaries that want to see his head end up in a basket and may 
turn towards maintaining the Italian status quo. 
 
Portfolio Powers 
 
Charles Albert - King of Sardinia 

- Can veto any directive submitted by anyone within the Kingdom of Sardinia. 
- Tasked with commanding Sardinia’s armies. 

 
Massimo d’Azeglio - Prime Minister of Sardinia 

- In charge of determining Sardinia’s foreign policy and making alliances with other 
countries and organizations. 



 
Camillo Benso - Minister of Commerce of Sardinia 

- A liberal minister in charge of managing Sardinia’s industrialization. 
 
Giuseppe Mazzini - Leader of Young Italy 

- In control of a wide network of republican nationalist revolutionaries throughout the 
Italian Peninsula. 

 
Giuseppe Garibaldi - General of the Redshirts 

- A republican general in control of his loyal revolutionary militia. 
 
Ruggero Settimo - Leader of Sicilian Revolutionaries 

- In control of the newly declared Republic of Sicily and its army. 
 

Daniele Manin - Leader of Venetian Revolutionaries 
- Leader of nationalist revolutionaries in Venice. 

 
Vincenzo Gioberti - Liberal Catholic Clergyman 

- Advocate of a Catholic Italian federation headed by the Pope. 
 

Carlo Cattaneo - Leader of Milanese Revolutionaries 
- Leader of nationalist revolutionaries in Milan. 

 
Joseph Radetzky - Field Marshal of the Austrian Army 

- Commander of Austrian troops within the Italian Peninsula 
 

Pius IX - Bishop of Rome 
- Head of the Catholic Church and Sovereign Ruler of the Papal States 

 
Leopold II - Grand Duke of Tuscany 

- Leads the Grand Duchy of Tuscany and its army. 
 

Ferdinand II - King of the Two Sicilies 
- Leads the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies and its army. 

 
Louis Napoleon - French Presidential Candidate 

- Will be elected President of the Second French Republic 
 

Charles II - Duke of Parma 
- Leads the Duchy of Parma and its army. 



 
Francis V - Duke of Modena and Reggio 

- Leads the Duchy of Modena and Reggio and its army. 
 
Discussion Questions 

1. What does your delegation think about Italian Unification and nationalism ? What about 
constitutionalism, liberalism, and republicanism? 

2. In what way will your delegation achieve his ideal Italian Peninsula? What role will he 
play in influencing the committee and the world around him? 

3. What compromises is your delegation willing to make to achieve his ideals? What forces 
will he never compromise with? 


